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ENHANCED TRANSITIONS IN THE (n,V) REACTION TO COLLECTIVE 3- STATES

IN NUCLEI NEAR CLOSED NEUTRON SHELLS
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W. R. Kane, Brookhaven National Laboratory

ABSTRACT

Exceptionally strong primary transitions occur in the (n,v) reaction to

collective octupole states in even-even nuclei near closed neutron shells. The

possible relevance of this effect to direct capture and doorway states in these

nuclei is discussed.

For the (II.Y) reaction leading to odd-A product nuclei, the existence of

strong electromagnetic transitions from s-wave capture states to final states

with large p-orbital components, or in a fev instances, between p-wave reso-

nances and s- or d-orbit-il final states, has for some time been attributed to

:t <
2)

a direct capture process, or recently, to the effect of common doorway

states.

While the situation in even-even product nuclei is expected to be compar-

able, little attention has been devoted to the question of anomalously strong

transitions in these nuclei. The purpose of this comment is to point out that

a strong syste-aatic trend in transition intensities exists which suggests the

presence of non-statistical behavior in these nuclei as well. This is shown In

Fig. 1, where the strengths of primary transitions in thermal neutron capture

to collective 3-states are plotted versus the neutron number. While transi-

tions should be somewhat enhanced near closed shells because of the greater

spacing of final states, nonetheless, a striking trend is seen: the transi-

tions are exceptionally .strong within 6 neutron numbers of the closed shells

•S = 14, 50, and 82, and are almost non-existent elsewhere, including S = 28

.ird proton closed shells. Moreover, near N = 50 and 82, none of the transi-

tions have very small intensities, as night be expected from tne Porter-Thomas

distribution. For comparison in Fig. 2 the strengths of transitions to first

2+ states are shown. While there is clearly a tendency again for the strongest

transitions to appear at and just above the N = 14, 28, and 82 shells the

effect is much less clear cut than for the 3- states, with transitions also

appearing for other neutron numbers with large fluctuations in intensity.

The source of this effect clearly lies in the microscopic structure of col-

lective 3- states near closed shells. There, such states consist of a number

of particle-hole pairs formed by promoting a particle to an orbital of opposite

parity in the next oscillator shell. In the simplest instance, in which a given

particle hole state involves the promotion of a neutron from the last filled
138

shell to a p-orbital (see Ba below) the capture state (target + s-orbital)
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Fig. 1. Strengths of primary transitions in the (n,\) reaction to collective
3- states in even-even nuclei, in units of v rays per 100 capture events
versus neutron tiimber. For Mg the intensities of transitions to three 3-
states have bee? summed. For •̂'̂ Xe the transition indicated is to a level
at 2468 keV with a tentative 3- assignment. Transitions with intensities
< 0.1% are plotted on the abscissa.
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Fig. 2. Strengths of primary transitions In the (n,V) reaction to first 2+
states of even-even nuclei.



and tha particle-hole component of the 3- stnte (target + p-orbital) will have

a "conmon unique par««nt" and a direct transition should take place in a manner

similar to those observed in nuclei vith one neutron beyond a closed shell,

where strong transitions are obseivcd to states which consist largely of the

closed shell target state coupled to a p-orbital neutron. More generally, a

3- state will consist of many neutron and proton particle-hole components not

involving the target state, so that thr transitions must be of the type, for

example, 2p-2h - lp-lh from siople particle-hole components of the capture

state (doorway states) .

We now consider some of the individual examples shown in Fig. 1.

N = 16. M B . At Mg. the a.,- neutron shell is filled. In the first
3)

6 MaV excitation six odd parity levels occur. In theriral neutron capture on
25

Mg they are populated by 5S,> per cent of the primary transition intensity

from the 11.093 K>eV capture state (2,3+). Their energies (MeV), population

intensities, and spin-parities are 6.876 (9.1) (3-), 7.062 (0.8) (1-), 7.261

(26.6) (2,3-), 7..C83 (5.6) (3->, 7.349 (9.2> (3-), 7.542 (7.2) (2,3-). The

average reduced transition intensity I, /E,( to these levels is a factor 25

greater than to the first five levels for which Ml transitions are allowed.
4)

The 6.876 MeV 3- level is the lowest level populated in the (d,p) reaction

with an 1 = 1 stripping pattern. These levels are only moderately collective;

inelastic scatterjnt; experiner.r. <? reveal 3- love Is at 6.92, 7.45, and 8.32 MeV

with E3 strengths »f 2.4, 3.6, and 3.4 Weisskopf units respectively.
44

M » 20. Ca. The only nucleus Near N = 20 with a target spin permitting
44

dipale transition? to 3- states is Ca. A weak (0.17 tier cent) Ml transition

goes to the lowest 3- state at 3.307 MeV.

N •= 28. ' T:-. The absence of strong transitions to 3- states in Ti

and Tl can be understood in terzis of the low-lying shell model configura-
47 49

tlons-. The target auclei Ti and Ti have the neutron configurations

(f7/2^n/7 an<* (f7/',^7/ an<i t!ie n t 2 u t r o n capture states are thus 2,3- and

3,4- respectively. The 2p. ,. and 2p_. neutron orbitals lie closely above the
-3 1 -1 1

f7/9 shell, so that (l/7/.) (2p) and (If,, ) (2p) states are expected to
48 50

appear at low energies in Ti and Ti. This is verified experimentally in

the (d,p) reaction in which levels with In = 1 stripping patterns occur

beginning at 2.422 Mi*V in i8Ti and 1.555 MeV in 5°Ti. In thermal neutron

capture. the strong transitions 33 Co these levels, with the correlation coef-

ficient P for the reduced primary transition intensities I /E and the (d,p)

transition strengths (2J+1)S, equal to 0.2 for Ti and 0.57 for Ti. Thus

in the case of the even Ti isotopes the p-orbital strength lies in simple,

low-lying particle-hole states with a large fractional parentage overlap with

the capture state, and the (n,Y) primary transitions go to these states

rather than to higher 3- states.
go Q2 Q£ Qfl

N « 50. Sr, Zr. ' Mo. The primary transitions to the lowest 3-

states in these nuclei have intensities of 1.6, 20, 3.9, and 9.1 per cent



BO

respect *.ve ly. At Sr, the p . neutron shell and the f,/- proton subshell

are fili'ed. Since the 2p^ ,_ and 2p ,„ orbitals are now deep hole states and

the 3p orbitals beyond the B? neutron gap, sinple states involving p-orbitals

such as those in the N = 28 region nre not expected. Thus only transitions

involving doorway states, rather than direct process involving individual p-

orbitals, should be important. The 3- states are strongly collective with E3

transition strengths in the range of 20 to 30 W.u. The 3- state at 2.738 MeV

87 8)

is very weakly excited in the Sr(d,p) reaction with z non-stripping pattern.

On energetic grounds, it probably has a sizeable proton (If . ) • (lg.,,) com-

ponent . For the Zr and Mo isotopes this component should have no special

signJficance.

„ o. 132.. 136,138O 144,146... T . .. t .,
N = 82. Xe, Ba, Nd. In neutron capture In the 14.1 eV

res'jnance of Xe a level at 2468 keV in Xe is populated by an intense
9)

(8 .3" per cent) primary transition. The population and deexcitation of this

state suggest 3- spin and parity; this has r.ot yet been confirmed by corre-

lation or scattering experiments. The lowest 3- states in Ba and Ba

are populated In thermal neutron capture with intensities of 2.9 and 16 per
144 146

cent and in Nd and Nd by Ml transitions with intensities of 0.3 and 0.16
138

per «3nt respectively. The N = 82 shell is filled at Ba, so that p-orbital

states are again available from the next major shell. In thermal neutron

capt tre into the N = 83 nuclei Ba and "* Ce these states are strongly pop-

ulated by primary transitions. The (n,v)-<d,p) correlation coefficients are

high. P •= 0.95 in l39Ba and 0.96 in W 1 C e . 1 0 ) Detailed information Is avail-

able on neutron particle-hole states in Ba from results of isobaric analog

and Vi.p) reaction studies. Between 3.5 and 5.0 MeV levels appear with the

neutriin configurations (3p, ._) , (3p, ,.) , (2f7/-) coupled to (3s.,,) ,

(2d. /,..) . Some of these sane components should be present in the collective

3- state at 2.880 MeV. Thus in the N = 82 region both direct transitions

Involving a transition from an s-wave capture state to a low-lying p-orbital,

and transitions between doorway states and final states of particle-hole type

should be possible.

In nuclei forther removed from closed shells, as transitions to the 3-

states disappear, another interesting trend in the transition intensities

emerges: strong transitions proceed to other odd-parity levels beginning at

~ 0.5 MeV above t*ie 3- levels, in some instances this occurs when the capture

state has spin 0 or 1, so that 1- or 2- levels are the first available odd

parity final states but the effect also exists fo.- higher spin capture states

as well. Since enhanced transitions to 3- states near closed shells exist,

it is natural to conjecture that the higher-lying states may also contain some

of the same particle-hole romponents that go into the collective 3- states

and thus also possess structure which permits transitions to take place from

the capture state.

Since, over vide regions of the periodic table, the difference between



the neutron separation energy Sn and the collective 3- state energy is ~ 6 MeV,

these transitions fall within the 5.5 MeV "bump", or anomaly in the El

strength function, where a sharp increase in intensity appears in the spec-

tral distribution of capture gaisma rays at that energy for a number of medium
12>

weight and heavy elements. This suggests that the 5.5 MeV anomaly in the

(n^Y) reaction may in fact arise from the availability of final states just

above the collective 3- levels, whose structure, particle-hole or more complex

excitations, permits electromagnetic transitions to take place which would be

inhabited to the more simple low-lying states of the even-even product

nucleus. This picture is not necessarily inconsistent with studies of the

(d.pY) reaction whic'; show that the 5.5 MeV "bump" persists there for a range

of iombanling energies, i.e., is independent of the energy of the final
12)

state , or with calculations which indicate that a certain fraction (5 to

10 per cent) of the giant dipole strength is essentially uncoupled and low-

ered to - 5 MeV.2)

It would be worth-while to have additional experimental information on the

states that are strongly populated in thermal neutron capture, such as average

resonance capture spectra and studies of correlations of individual transi-

tion widths in resonance capture. More information on the microscopic struc-

ture of the final states would clearly also be useful.
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